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ABC News 24 and 
BBC World: a study 





ABC Australia’s News 24 website proclaims: “ABC News 24 provides 
around the clock coverage of news events as they break at home and 
abroad. It’s news when you want it, on your platform – TV, mobile 
and online.” In this article, the station’s content is analysed across 24 
hours of its programming and compared with the same 24 hours of pro-
gramming from BBC World. The content is tested for four key values: 
range of stories; coverage of the big stories; competence in going live 
to breaking stories; and ability to add value through analysis, debate 
and context. The examination of the data against these four key values 
enables an analysis of the nature of the service and assists in assessing 
whether or not it is providing an enriched and different offering in a 
busy 24/7 media landscape.
Introduction 
The top line of ABC Australia’s News 24 website states: “ABC News 24 provides around the 
clock coverage of news events as they break at home and abroad. It’s news when you want it, on 
your platform – TV, mobile and online” (ABC, 2013). This is the defining mission statement of 
the station’s values: conjuring up an ability to cover a wide range of datelines at home and abroad, 
and to go “live” to breaking stories at will. This mission statement represents two of the four key 
values which will be tested in this article, as the station’s coverage across its 24-hour news cycle 
is examined and compared with its older and better-funded “broadcast partner” BBC World. Due 
to the Australian media’s questioning regarding the financing of the station, this research also 
tests the ABC’s ability to cope with the big stories which consume a station’s resources; and it 
examines the station’s ability to add value by bringing what ABC managing director Mark Scott 
calls “a new depth of analysis” to 24/7 broadcasting by “building on the trust and authority of 
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ABC journalism that distinguishes it in a crowded news market” (ABC, 2010a, pp. 18, 27). This 
paper will harness these four values – wide range, live coverage, big stories and analytic depth – 
to calculate the overall “value” of this relatively new ABC service.
Background and literature review
ABC News 24 is a late entrant on to the scene of 24-hour news stations. The service began 
broadcasting in July 2010, more than 30 years after CNN, 21 years behind BBC World and 14 
years behind Sky News Australia. According to a study by Rai and Cottle, there are now more 
than 120 stations which can be classed as 24/7 news channels (2010, p. 64). Set against an era of 
financial constraint following the Global Financial Crisis, the opening of Australia’s first free-to-
air 24/7 news channel was an optimistic move. Sky News was unhappy with the sudden onset of 
competition (Idato, 2010) and a statement issued by its chief executive, Angelos Frangopoulos 
(2010), stated: “Australian taxpayers have a right to ask why more and more of their taxes are be-
ing spent on services that the nation’s commercial media outlets already provide in greater depth, 
across more channels.” In an ABC online news story, news director Kate Torney argued that the 
ABC had to be in the 24/7 game to stay relevant to its viewer base: “Audiences now expect to see 
news when it happens” (ABC, 2010b). In answer to critics who had claimed the channel was a 
“waste of taxpayers’ money”, Torney replied that the service “had been funded through produc-
tion savings, not new money” (ABC, 2010b). Part of the savings from production are understood 
to be down to the fact that fewer camera operators, technicians and media workers were needed 
due to the newly automated studio switching facility called “MediaHub” and the “Ignite” com-
puter system. According to critics, it was this new technology which led to frequent technical 
on-air glitches in the new service in the early months (Media Watch, 2010). In reply, the ABC’s 
management was keen to talk up the savings and the windfall they provided for the introduction 
of rolling news. The ABC’s Annual Report (2010, p. 18) claimed: “Cost savings in production 
and distribution have been redirected to content creation for the ABC News 24 Service.”
Talk of savings has not scotched the chatter in the media about the funding of ABC News 24. 
Hostile press coverage also continues to claim that the ABC news division has been slow to pull 
out of its set programming to switch to live, breaking news events – such as during the March 
2011 tsunami and nuclear meltdown in Japan. ABC News 24 switched to the tsunami, not by 
ramping up its own news production, but by outsourcing and running large slabs of news pro-
gramming from its broadcast partners the BBC and NHK. The ABC’s head of continuous news, 
Gaven Morris, argued on Media Watch that “using the resources available to it, ABC News 24 
provided significant coverage of key developments in the story” (Media Watch, 2011). The in-
structive words here are “resources available”, which reveal that ABC journalists understand that 
their jobs are constricted by their resources. These limited resources primarily affect newsgather-
ing on the ground, and critics, including Media Watch’s Jonathan Holmes, have noted this when 
saying that the station is run financially “on a shoestring” (Media Watch, 2011). ABC reporters 
have also alleged that the station is leaching money from other parts of the ABC to achieve its 
goals. Former ABC foreign affairs editor Peter Cave said on retiring: “[News 24] is not only cost-
ing us but it is also a voracious consumer of foreign correspondent material. I think at some stage 
… they are going to have to dispense with the lie that it is not costing us anything, and fund it 
properly” (Leys, 2012). 
Journalist and media academic Margaret Simons has attempted with limited success to get the 
ABC to give more detail about the financing of the new station, as the ABC insists that “not one 
dollar” has been diverted from other news services (Simons, 2011). In February 2012, an ABC 
spokesperson admitted it had a $2.5 million hole in its news budget, but said its problems sprang 
from covering big stories rather than from starting up and maintaining ABC News 24 (Meade, 
2012). What has barely been covered in the press is the lack of newsroom personnel who are 
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needed to keep stories developing and evolving across the day’s news cycle. Other news opera-
tions with limited money for costly overseas newsgathering (such as SBS News) still maintain 
sufficient numbers of newsroom personnel so journalists can craft new packages using agency 
material, and then build on these over a news cycle to update stories and to cut new headlines, 
voice-overs (V/Os)1 and graphics. According to Chris Paterson (2010, p. 103) most viewers are 
unaware of the dependence of 24/7 news stations on international agencies Reuters and APTN, 
“for rolling channels depend upon the chimera that they are a global journalistic presence, bring-
ing events to their audiences from the remotest corners of the world”. 
The BBC and ABC Australia have a great deal in common in terms of their shared history 
and sustained commitment to public service broadcasting and creating value for their audiences. 
The BBC has been better cushioned over the years from government cuts through the provision 
of its licence fee which delivers money directly from viewers to the corporation. The BBC has an 
annual newsgathering budget of $US501 million and operates 41 overseas bureaux (BBC, 2009). 
However, the BBC news division faces significant ongoing cuts which will impact on newsgath-
ering in the future. The BBC is involved in a series of redundancies, newsroom relocations and 
other cost-saving measures under its “Delivering Quality First” initiative (BBC, 2011, pp. 11-13). 
Nonetheless it still has a global reach that only CNN and Al Jazeera English (AJE) can rival. The 
ABC, on the other hand, has had more experience of government cuts as “successive govern-
ments of both sides of the political divide have slashed ABC funding, driving an internal culture 
of doing more with less” (Debrett, 2010, p. 91). The ABC has an annual budget of $150 million 
for news and current affairs and has 12 overseas bureaux (Lee, 2012). 
Methodology
This project employs quantitative content analysis as a “research technique that is based on 
measuring the amount of something […] in a representative sampling of some mass-mediated 
popular form of art” (Berger, 1991, p. 25). In this project a purposive sampling method was 
chosen and a full 24 hours of a news cycle for ABC News 24 and BBC World was recorded in 
Australia from midnight to midnight on October 20, 20112. This represents a significant quantity 
of data as, in sheer size, transcribing and coding, it is equivalent to a project that samples 96 half-
hour news programs across several months. A recent TV study by Kolmer and Semetko (2010) 
conducted a very large sampling of a year’s worth of broadcasting across numerous countries, 
but the authors were searching only for a percentage figure of foreign news stories per set half-
hour bulletin. For this project it was less valid to collect similar percentages regarding these 
24-hour stations, as the ABC and BBC compose their program hours differently. The BBC has 
many more full hour-long news programs than the ABC; it also rolls directly through two-hour 
blocks of broadcasting several times a day. On top of this, the BBC has more “back half hours” 
of live programming – in business and sport – which complement and extend the stories running 
on the news bulletins in the “front half hours”. In contrast, the ABC tends to have bulletins in 
the front half of the hour and then in the back half hour it airs talk type shows (such as One Plus 
One), replays programs from previous ABC1 programming (such as Lateline or The Drum) or 
simulcasts with other ABC programs (such as Newsline, which also airs on Australia Network). 
The ABC broadcasts BBC bulletins overnight at 0100 and 0200 Australian Eastern Standard 
Time (AEST). The programs on the ABC that most resemble BBC rolling news hours are ABC 
Breakfast with Michael Rowland and Virginia Trioli (0600-0930AEST) and The World with Scott 
Bevan (2100AEST). ABC News 24 is the corporation’s only 24/7 news station, and it is broadcast 
to a domestic audience. ABC News 24 thus differs from BBC World because the latter’s audience 
is international3. The ABC does have another 24/7 station – Australia Network – but this is not an 
exclusively news station and it runs a great deal of light entertainment.
Decisions about variables and measurements for this project were made in advance, accord-
ing to Neuendorf’s requirements for a “deductive scientific approach” (2002, p. 11). Exploratory 
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work was undertaken by recording similar 24-hour news cycles in the previous year (2010), 
which allowed the author to identify the issues appropriate for study. This grounded theory ap-
proach (Macnamara, 2006, p. 9), alongside analysis of the literature on 24-hour television news 
and organisational mission statements, resulted in a project design that focused on the building 
and sustaining of content across a 24-hour cycle. This approach enables one to understand the 
stations’ production values and story-building processes and how they are modified, updated or 
stay the same across a full day of news programming. 
The four values identified as research questions for testing the success of the services were: 
(1) how wide is the range of stories (domestic and international)? This is analysed here using the 
simple quantitative measure of counting and identifying story locations. This research examines 
news production across 24 hours, and thus requires only a counting exercise to disclose the sum 
of parts. The second value tested is (2) how do the services manage the coverage of the “big 
stories”? This is analysed here by examining how these stories play out during the day by chart-
ing their prominence, their composition and how much they evolve during the cycle. The third 
value (3) will test each station’s “ability to go live to breaking news events”. According to Lewis, 
(2010, p. 90), one of the most important factors in 24-hour news is understood to be “the ability 
to witness events in real time”. Here this project will count all instances of “live action” within 
the bulletins. And the last value, which comprises (4) evidence of “adding value”, will be charted 
and analysed through measuring instances where analysis, debate and context are added to the 
general reporting of news items. 
Range of stories – ABC
Over the news cycle there were 25 domestic stories on the ABC. The top story for most of 
the day was the start of Queen Elizabeth II’s visit to Australia, followed by the resignation of 
the Commonwealth Ombudsman. Two other moving stories were a threatened Qantas strike and 
closer US-Australian military cooperation. The other stories on the menu were features or mark-
ers and came from geographically diverse parts of Australia (including Premier Mike Rann’s last 
day at work in Adelaide, Queensland fruit bats and the World Solar Challenge from Darwin). The 
remaining stories were based on reports or news releases about such topics as public transport, 
junk food consumption, supermarket pricing, Telstra’s “structural separation plan”, tourism, af-
fordable housing, the National Disability Scheme, fisheries and the harvesting of scallops. 
Table 1
In terms of foreign news (see Table 1), there were 23 ABC foreign packages or V/Os, which 
mostly reflected the location of ABC overseas bureaux. The majority of the stories were from Asia 
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(7) and Europe (6). After these, the US accounted for four, the Middle East three, Latin America 
two and Africa one. One of the Latin American stories was a BBC report about the war on drugs 
in Mexico and the second was an agency V/O item about Mexican clowns. The solitary African 
item concerned the death of a French woman who had been kidnapped from Kenya to Somalia. 
The ABC aired several stories from its broadcast partners. From the BBC it took two stories from 
the UK, two from Europe and the one already mentioned from Mexico. From Al Jazeera English 
(AJE) it took a UK story and from the 2200 bulletin onwards it switched to AJE for coverage of 
Colonel Gaddafi’s death and did not return for the rest of the 24/7 cycle analysed (see below).
The ABC used five of its 12 overseas bureaux during the day, which represented almost half 
of its bureau resources: London, Tokyo, Jakarta, Bangkok and Washington. The correspondent 
who was demonstrably worked the hardest was Zoe Daniel in Thailand. The floods in Bangkok 
equalled an important regional story and also provided some dramatic pictures. The floods were 
never a leading story, but came and went and were updated, varying between short V/Os, two dif-
ferent packages and two phono4 updates about enforced water releases on the rivers. Daniel’s first 
story appeared on the 0500 bulletin and her last phono was at 2100. The second of her stories was 
broadcast on and off for 11 hours. The other bureau doing updates that day was Washington. From 
here Lisa Millar first voiced a story on a zoo shooting tragedy in Ohio at 0600. She did several up-
dates and then her main package ran on bulletins through to 2100 (see Table 2). The story did not 
involve bureau staff having to relocate as Millar did in-vision “two-ways”5 from Washington for a 
few bulletins and used American network pictures for her package. From Tokyo, Mark Willacy’s 
feature about returning Fukushima residents first ran at midnight. It was then used intermittently 
until 2100, which meant it aired across 21 hours. This pattern of running stories for considerable 
periods was shown again with the Athens financial crisis story. Here Rachel Brown from the Lon-
don bureau voiced a package that included agency and BBC material, and it ran all day Australian 
time (overnight European time). It first appeared at 0600, and then exactly the same package ran 
continuously (except for 1400 when a BBC story was broadcast) until 2100. From watching the 
BBC, it was clear that the Athens story moved a great deal over this period, with constant night 
updates from the agencies and correspondents that were played live on the BBC. The ABC chose 
not to update the story, even though the package was often quite high up the running order of the 
bulletins. These vivid and exciting pictures were only shown live at 2100 by Scott Bevan in The 
World. There were three other international stories aired by the ABC: a story on the Indonesian 
parliament that was covered by a Radio Australia reporter from Jakarta and ran only once; a story 
about Turkish-Kurdish fighting, which was packaged in-house; and a feature on cricket in Vanu-
atu, which appeared to be a charity video news release (VNR), packaged in-house.
Table 2
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Range of stories – BBC
BBC World had a smaller range of domestic (UK) stories, with only six shown over the 24 
hours. However, it had a much wider range of international stories, with 42 shown over the cycle 
(see Table 3). The stories came from all geographical areas, reflecting the comparatively larger 
resources of the BBC, the greater number of bureaux and the international audience. The UK do-
mestic stories included features, news items and fast-moving stories (such as the UK “travellers’ 
camp” clearances at Dale Farm). Europe was largely dominated by a range of Eurozone crisis 
stories from Athens; they involved the live demonstrations and banking crisis meetings, plus the 
problems facing small businesses, and so on. From Australia, the BBC covered the Queen’s visit 
with updated packages from the travelling royal correspondent and the corporation’s Sydney 
correspondent. The BBC also broadcast a feature on Ian Thorpe’s training regime and covered 
the threatened Qantas strike from both Australia and Singapore datelines. The BBC featured 
the Thailand floods quite prominently, especially in peak times for bulletins aimed at daytime 
audiences in Asia. In a similar fashion to the ABC, the Bangkok correspondent, Rachel Harvey, 
offered two different packages during the cycle, although these were not followed up with pho-
nos as per the ABC. All day the BBC ran V/Os on a dispute between China and the Dalai Lama, 
showed a piece from Taipei on the spill-over of the Greek problems into Asia, and aired a story 
on maids’ visas from Cambodia. 
From the Middle East, the Istanbul correspondent’s story on the Kurdish attack on Turkish 
soldiers ran for 14 hours (see Table 2), although it was followed by interviews with a series of 
different “experts”. These interviews were then cut back and replayed on other bulletins. The 
BBC had its own story on the Palestinian prisoner exchange, which was shot by the Gaza corre-
spondent. The BBC also had a reporter in the Libyan city of Sirte who was charting its destruction 
following the recent fighting. This correspondent proved very useful later in the day when news 
came in about Colonel Gaddafi’s capture and killing. From Afghanistan, the Kabul correspondent 
provided updates on Hillary Clinton’s visit. From North America the BBC had very similar cov-
erage to the ABC – running various versions of the Ohio Zoo story for many bulletins. The BBC’s 
wider range is clearly demonstrated in its stories from Latin America and Africa. Ian Pannell’s 
story on the fight against drugs in Mexico was followed up with high-level interviews with politi-
cians, and it led occasional bulletins. The Santiago correspondent did a story on Chile’s student 
demonstrations; and from La Paz there was a package on a protest walk by anti-highway activists 
in Bolivia. Other stories from the Latin America and Caribbean region included an in-house pack-
age on the new Haitian government and one on a Russian satellite launch from French Guyana. 
The BBC also covered the French woman who died in Somalia, a correspondent filmed a story 
on elections in Ivory Coast, plus there were live two-ways with a reporter in Ethiopia on the Horn 
of Africa famine, an interview with a Zimbabwean minister about finance, and stories on malaria 
vaccines targeting Africa.
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Table 3
Main stories – ABC 
There were two stories that led and dominated bulletins on the ABC and which created the 
most “lives” and opportunities for comment. First there was the visit of the Queen, which was 
the top story on bulletins from 0600 to 2200, apart from at 1200 and 1400 when the ombuds-
man story led. The Queen’s visit lent itself to set-piece filming opportunities from her arrival at 
Canberra Airport, via her meetings with the Governor-General and the Prime Minister, her trip by 
boat across Lake Burley Griffin and her visit to the Floriade Flower Show. The ABC covered this 
story extensively. At the start of the news cycle (midnight) there was an assortment of pre-filmed 
background packages. The story then disappeared until 0500 and became the top story from 0600. 
Every hour the bulletins did live two-ways with Melissa Clark from the shores of Lake Burley 
Griffin, and she brought along other people from the events the Queen was attending. There were 
also studio guests plus a Melbourne piece on local reaction to the visit. The other story that vied 
for top spot concerned speculation that the Chief Ombudsman was under pressure to resign. This 
made a first showing at 0300 (with the previous day’s Lateline being rebroadcast) and became a 
breaking story by the afternoon. A number of people were chased for reaction to this story – in-
cluding Anthony Albanese (0800), Prime Minister Julia Gillard (0900), and Senator Eric Abetz 
(1000). There were calls put out on Twitter asking viewers whether or not he should resign (1100) 
and Opposition Leader Tony Abbott spoke on the issue. During the 1300 bulletin, Joe O’Brien 
read out the resignation statement from the Chief Ombudsman’s website and by 1400 the story 
had become a package from Canberra. 
At 2100 during The World, Athens became the top story and then halfway through this bul-
letin the Libyan story came to the fore. Viewers were shown live agency video of rebel fighters 
celebrating in Sirte and the National Transitional Council (NTC) proclaimed the important home 
town of Libyan Leader Colonel Gaddafi had been taken. Despite this breaking story, at 2205, 
after a short bulletin, the channel decided to re-broadcast The Drum. This led to complete visual 
confusion. While The Drum aired, there were added “breaking news” straplines displayed across 
the bottom of the screen. These straplines originated from the ABC with breaking news flashes 
such as “unconfirmed reports Gaddafi has been captured & wounded”. When The Drum finished 
at 2245 the screen switched to an ABC presenter, Nick Doyle, who ran through various top lines 
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from Libya and elsewhere before declaring: “For more on this story we’re going to cross live to 
our broadcast partners Al Jazeera English.” ABC viewers were then treated to a rollicking 80 min-
utes of AJE coverage from Libya for the rest of the monitored news cycle, until midnight. While 
AJE went back and forth between a correspondent in Tripoli, agency pictures, a correspondent 
in Sirte, and a variety of studio guests, the ABC strapline had a life of its own. At 2250, while 
the Al Jazeera presenter explained that they were hearing from sources that Colonel Gaddafi 
had been killed in Sirte, the ABC strapline on the screen declared: “Queen cruises across Lake 
Burley Griffen to visit Floriade.” This strap (commemorating an event which took place 11 hours 
previously) continued to show up for the next hour, with a final outing at 2345. Occasionally it 
swapped to other “breaking news” straplines proclaiming that Ponting was readying for a cricket 
series against South Africa and that “Descarado had been scratched from the Cox Plate”. This 
detracted from the Libya story and looked bizarre.
Main stories – BBC 
Across almost the entire day on the BBC, the top story came from Athens, where there were 
demonstrations in the centre of the city against the introduction of austerity measures. The story 
led all the recorded bulletins except for Mexico (which led four times), Thailand floods (which 
led twice) and from 2200 (1100 GMT) when Libya took over as top story. As the demonstrations 
in Athens got bigger and there were more clashes, the pictures were regularly updated from the 
international agencies – as was news from the BBC’s two visiting correspondents (the BBC’s 
resident Athens correspondent being ill at the time). There were often several Athens-related 
packages per bulletin – recounting the story from the streets, plus the political Eurozone meeting 
story (also told from Berlin) and a story on local businesses in rural Greece. There were frequent 
live two-ways with correspondents, with various Greek and international experts, and the story 
was also taken up in the back half hours by the business programs. The importance given to Ath-
ens depended on the time of day and to which region of the world the BBC was broadcasting at 
the time. For example, during the European daylight hours the story led bulletins and there were 
constant updates. When the focus was on the Asian day – the BBC co-presents bulletins from 
London and Singapore from 1100 AEST (midnight GMT) through to 1400 AEST (0300 GMT) – 
the reports focused more on the impact of Athens on other countries and included a package from 
Taipei that looked specifically at the business knock-ons in Taiwan.  
The BBC’s coverage of Libya started on the 1100 AEST bulletin (midnight GMT) with a 
package on the “ghost town” of Sirte by Gabriel Gatehouse. There was also a V/O on the same 
bulletin about a new weaponised car being used by the rebels. These stories ran on and off dur-
ing the day until the 1900 AEST (0800 GMT) bulletin. Due to the fact I was missing two BBC 
bulletins – 2000 AEST and 2100 AEST (0900 and 1000 GMT)6 – it is not possible to know when 
the Gaddafi story first broke on BBC World. However, from the BBC News 24 bulletins from the 
same hours that were able to be accessed via the archives, it appears likely that BBC World would 
also have crossed to Libya in the 2100 bulletin to cover the story. At 2200 AEST (1100 GMT) 
Gabriel Gatehouse was live from Sirte relating the rumours swirling in the city that Gaddafi had 
been captured. The program then boxed and coxed between Gabriel Gatehouse in Sirte, reporter 
Caroline Hawley in Tripoli, experts in the London studio and Libyan state television updates. 
Going live – ABC
As discussed earlier, the ABC is under pressure from critics to get the business of “going 
live” right. In the ABC News 24 pre-launch promo, Zoe Daniel promised: “You’ll get immediate 
coverage of news stories as they break” (ABC, 2010c). This content analysis reveals that ABC 
News 24 certainly does strive to go live on the domestic front more than it did in the early days, 
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when it was under attack in some circles. The data show there were still a few technical glitches, 
but some of these are to be expected in live programming. For example, there was evidence of 
shaky camera-work on the Queen’s visit to Floriade and there were some longeurs as bulletins 
waited for press conferences which were then subject to delay. The instances of live events were 
shown exclusively across the 24-hour cycle through press conferences, reporter two-ways and 
the Queen’s visit. There were four political press conferences broadcast on the station that day, 
three of which were carried live: at 0900 from Queanbeyan with Prime Minister Julia Gillard; at 
1200 from Melbourne with Opposition Leader Tony Abbott; at 1300 with Immigration Minister 
Chris Bowen in Sydney (replayed), and at 1400 from Darwin with Defence Minister Stephen 
Smith. The first two press conferences covered wide-ranging topics including alternative energy, 
the carbon tax, the ombudsman, the Queen and free trade deals with Japan and China. What was 
disappointing was that more was not then made of grabs from these press conferences to initi-
ate new stories or to stand as their own V/Os. Press conferences in themselves do not make for 
gripping television unless there are exciting new announcements that will change the news bul-
letins thereafter. This was not the case. The coverage of the Queen equalled the most risk that the 
station took with going live, as the program editors could not be sure the hook-ups would work 
or provide what they were expecting. However, on the other hand, this was planned coverage, 
not breaking news. There were some “lives” with domestic reporters – including a particularly 
informative one with reporter Julie Doyle from Canberra on the resignation of the ombudsman. 
In terms of the “lives” with foreign correspondents, these were successful on the Ohio Zoo story, 
but the two-ways were not from the story’s dateline (Ohio), but only from outside the office in 
Washington. Apart from the US, the only other “lives” with correspondents were the phonos with 
Zoe Daniel in Bangkok. Athens was a story that could have been afforded “lives”, but the closest 
correspondent was in London and there was nobody to fix up interviews on the ground for live 
two-ways with experts. The live pictures from Athens (as shown on the BBC) were constantly 
exciting and televisual and they were ignored until the 2100 program The World. The ABC did 
not attempt to go live to anybody concerning the Colonel Gaddafi story.
Going live – BBC
As already mentioned under “Main Stories”, the BBC did a stream of live updates from Ath-
ens throughout the day. The pictures were well-suited to 24-hour television as they were dramatic 
and changed regularly. The BBC also ran live interview link-ups with correspondents, academics 
and analysts from different countries that shed light on the latest twists and turns in the Eurozone 
Crisis. The BBC went live to the police clearances of the travellers’ site in the UK at Dale Farm. 
Reporters on different bulletins were doing two-ways with the studio as behind them police could 
be seen removing people who had chained themselves to trees. The BBC also crossed live to 
Sydney for an interview with a union leader on the Qantas story, to correspondent Duncan Ken-
nedy on the Gillard story and to New York on the Citigroup financial scandal. There were live 
two-ways with the Phnom Penh correspondent regarding a story on maids and on a Khmer Rouge 
trial. There were also several live two-ways with a correspondent from Ethiopia on the Horn of 
Africa famine. From 2200 the BBC switched live to Libya to talk to its correspondents and to 
politicians in Tripoli and in Sirte. They updated information by word, video and graphics (break-
ing news straplines) constantly. 
Adding value – ABC 
As it stands, the ABC News 24 format has only limited scope for “value-adding” because 
the bulletins are mostly confined to the front half hours, with other programming in the back 
half hours. The exceptions to this are rolling news programs such as ABC News Breakfast or The 
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World. As mentioned previously, a couple of the foreign correspondents did updates and analy-
sis – including Zoe Daniel reporting on the Thai floods and Lisa Millar on the US zoo shooting. 
A few domestic reporters gave updates and analysis, such as Melissa Clark and George Roberts 
from Canberra on the Queen’s visit, and Nick Harmsen from Adelaide on Premier Mike Rann’s 
final day. Julie Doyle in Canberra gave context to the resignation of the ombudsman, and Jane 
Bardon in Darwin discussed the implications for Australian-US relations which came out of De-
fence Minister Stephen Smith’s press conference. There was very little evidence of the interview-
ing of external experts, apart from Anthony Albanese and former US ambassador to Israel Martin 
Indyk on the ABC News Breakfast show, a phono with a salvage worker regarding an oil spill in 
New Zealand on the 1600, and an interviewee on Athens and the Eurozone crisis on the 2100 bul-
letin. There were some background packages prepared on the Queen’s visit (by Greg Wynne and 
Nick Grimm), but otherwise during the day there was very little evidence of these types of pack-
ages that put stories in context or explain circumstances. The Canberra staff did very well on the 
ombudsman story, with packages that explained the implications of a resignation and contained 
new graphics. In terms of any extra use of graphics (other than in the newspaper review and the 
markets on the Breakfast show, and a graphics sequence on Athens on the 2100 bulletin) there 
was little innovation. There was also very little evidence of in-house packages being made from 
available video from agencies or broadcast partners. Michael Vincent put together a “situation 
report” on Turkey in-house and Anna MacDonald crafted an update on Qantas – but that was all.
Adding value – BBC
The BBC constantly added value to its bulletins throughout the day on a range of different 
topics. The Athens story showed plenty of evidence of well-filmed backgrounder packages, con-
stant two-ways with correspondents and interviews with outside experts (politicians, academics, 
commentators, and so on). Different rolling news hours distinguished their brands from other 
bulletins with fresh graphics sequences explaining Eurozone agreements and different countries’ 
austerity measures. Even on stories that were far down the running order there were one-on-one 
interviews for stories on malaria vaccines, Zimbabwean finance, Somalia kidnapping, Turkey 
clashes, Madame Sarkozy’s pregnancy, the Qantas strike and Marie Le Pen. These interviews 
were later shortened and re-run as V/Os or put into new packages, demonstrating strong use of 
the production team in the newsroom. Also there were more stories made from available agency 
pictures and archives, such as ones on Haiti’s government, a Russian rocket, a UK banking story 
and Hillary Clinton in Afghanistan. Much more time was devoted to the big stories, for exam-
ple, Athens sometimes took the top 10 minutes of a bulletin. On the 0700 bulletin (2000 GMT) 
broadcast from Washington, the Mexico drugs story took up the top eight minutes, due to added 
interviews. At 1700 (0600 GMT) the bulletin started with an Athens package which led into a live 
phono with Athens for an update, then a two-way with a correspondent from Berlin, followed by 
an interview with an expert in the studio – which finished at eight minutes into the bulletin. As 
discussed above, from 2200 (1100 GMT) the BBC went into a rolling two-hour segment on the 
“Libyan conflict”, either bringing a succession of experts and players into the studio or calling 
them on the phone to explain what was happening. The BBC’s two correspondents in the Libyan 
cities of Tripoli and Sirte also added context and layers of meaning to what was unfolding. The 
BBC’s world affairs correspondent, Mark Doyle, stayed in the studio, taking part in a number of 
interviews and panels on the future political prospects for the country and the state of law and 
order.
Conclusion
From a technological point of view, ABC News 24 has clearly improved a great deal from its 
early days of broadcasting when on-air glitches meant it was constantly being slated by its critics. 
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However, in terms of content, there is room for a great deal more improvement, which will cost 
money and resources but which needs addressing if the station is going to stand by its promo in 
which reporter Ali Moore lauds the station for “being not just the fastest but also the most accu-
rate and the most in-depth with our analysis” (ABC, 2010c). In terms of its range, the ABC, with 
more than 1000 journalists in 60 regional bureaux (ABC, 2010c) covered domestic stories well. 
This content analysis shows that it broadcast a wide range of stories from across the country. In 
terms of its range of foreign stories it did less well. It used stories from five of its 12 overseas 
bureaux that day for packages and two correspondents for updates. But apart from their stories, 
the international coverage was thinly spread, considering that it was a busy day for overseas news 
with good pictures available from the agencies. The Athens story was not properly addressed 
and was certainly important enough to warrant the sending of at least one of the London-based 
reporters. If this was not feasible on the day, then it should have been possible for newsroom staff 
in Australia to have put together packages from available international agency material in-house. 
Instead, this story ran unchanged for too long when it was evidently moving a great deal and had 
exciting pictures available. The absence of the ABC’s Middle East reporter was also highly no-
ticeable on the day Colonel Gaddafi was captured and killed. The fact that, following cuts, there is 
now only one Middle East reporter, has been criticised (Leys, 2012) and in this instance it meant 
the ABC was without any option but to switch over to AJE. At the very least, the ABC should 
have been able to cut into the AJE programming every now and then with its own offerings from 
studio guests or phono interviews with reporters, but this was not attempted. In contrast, the BBC 
had fewer domestic stories but a much wider range of international ones. Its coverage of Latin 
America and Africa was in sharp contrast with the lack of coverage of these areas on the ABC. 
The BBC also made use of its newsroom resources to re-cut and re-fashion interviews, packages 
and agency material to make new stories, V/Os, interview replays and video-graphic sequences. 
The ABC appeared to perform more impressively in regard to its main stories of the day when 
they were domestic – the Queen and the ombudsman. These stories were kept up-to-date and oc-
casioned a few interviews and two-ways. Later, after the Libya story broke, there simply was no 
ABC coverage – only programming from AJE. Despite the rumours that Sirte had fallen, the ABC 
went ahead and rebroadcast The Drum, which is a long program (45 minutes) considering there 
was breaking news to cover. When this program finished, the ABC bulletin lasted for less than 
five minutes before switching to AJE. And even then its poor resourcing of the night-time hours 
was made glaringly obvious by the continual on-screen vision of its “breaking news” strap lines 
featuring stories from 11 hours earlier. In these respects, the ABC has not improved since 2010 
when complaints were made about its poor coverage of the Fukushima nuclear meltdown. In 
contrast, the BBC covered its top story – Athens – with two on-the-spot reporters and a third busi-
ness reporter also chipping in. The BBC followed all the twists and turns of the breaking news 
events and did numerous two-ways with reporters, politicians and commentators for updates and 
analysis. The station’s coverage of Libya was also strong, with reporters on the ground chasing 
down rumours and seeking new leads. The coverage dipped in and out of Libyan television and 
switched constantly between Sirte, Tripoli and the London studio for expert opinion. The ABC 
did a reasonable job of making the effort to go live to domestic press conferences by Australian 
politicians and then by doing occasional follow-ups with correspondents for context. However, a 
great deal more could be done in terms of analysis from correspondents and two-ways with ex-
perts, either in the studio or from other places. The ABC should also use its newsroom resources 
to innovate with graphics and social media to help flesh out these stories with new people, new 
analysis and new angles.  
The global 24/7 news channels (BBC, CNN and AJE) have to make a splash on the big stories 
and they should strive to be at the location when they break. As Richard Sambrook has noted 
(2010, p. 102): “There is no substitute for being able to say ‘I was there and this is what I saw’.” 
These companies will always throw money at a big story, as underlined by Richard Lawson: 
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In one sense, of course, money’s no object, when you’re in the thick of it, working 
at one of these global networks, and a story like bin Laden’s death suddenly breaks. 
Teams and resources are deployed as quickly as possible, and managers work out 
how to clean up the mess afterwards. (2011, p. 19) 
The ABC is not in this global league of 24-hour TV news stations, but it must still box clever 
if it wants to be a major regional broadcast player. It needs to continue to campaign for more 
money and to follow Peter Cave’s advice, when he said: “What some people in ABC management 
don’t seem to understand is if you greatly increase your output you have to have something at the 
base level producing the material” (Leys, 2012). If there is no increase in ABC budgets to fund 
more costly international bureaux, then the corporation should make better use of its in-house 
newsroom journalists to chase more newsmaker interviews via social media and record them us-
ing cheap technology such as Skype. While retaining its existing overseas bureau structure, the 
ABC should also extend its newsgathering networks to include short-term contracts and retainers 
for locally hired reporters in other countries. The ABC pays a premium to subscribe to the inter-
national agencies Reuters Television and APTN, but it is not making the most of this outlay by 
using its journalists to craft in-house packages. 
Notes
1. V/O (voice-over) is the name given in Australia for short scripts read by a presenter out of 
vision over a sequence of video. At the BBC this is called an “OOV” (out-of-vision). 
2. The ABC and BBC times are referred to in Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST) – with 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) in brackets for the BBC, allowing readers to understand the lo-
cal time at which the BBC was broadcasting a particular bulletin or story from its London HQ.
3. The BBC has two 24/7 news channels whereas the ABC just has the one. Comparing ABC 
News 24 and BBC News 24 might have made for a more direct comparison, but it was not 
possible to record this domestic BBC station via my university recording unit in Australia. Also 
the author was testing the ABC’s claims about its new station being everywhere (domestic and 
abroad) when stories break. 
4. A “phono” is a live update from the field over the phone rather than in vision. 
5. Two-ways are in-vision interviews with a correspondent or expert in the field.
6. Due to a mistake made during the recordings for this research there were two BBC World 
hours missing for the BBC – 2000 and 2100 AEST (0900 and 1000 GMT). After much effort it 
was found these two hours were not recoverable from the BBC or from companies to whom it 
outsources recording.
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